
 

 

 

 

 

If you were a priest considering a call to a new parish, what would attract you? 

Would it be a parish waiting for a new rector to re-invigorate it, with everything on hold? “On hold” 

likely means that giving would be down. The “on hold” mentality is “I’ll wait until the new rector 

arrives and I’ll see if I like her/him.” Not only might giving be down, but overall participation would 

be down. Would that kind of parish attract you? 

Or… would you be attracted to a parish where life is thriving? Participation is steady and solid. Giv-

ing is generous – a sign of faithful life and commitment. 

The answer is pretty obvious. Our challenge in the months ahead is to be steady, solid, thriving – a 

time to “lean in.” 

Prospective rectors are also looking for signs of spiritual maturity. Generosity is one of the most 

compelling signs of spiritual maturity. Generosity says "life is not primarily about me.” This is coun-

ter-cultural, for we live in a culture which is increasingly self-absorbed. This is one of the reasons 

generosity stands out as a sign of spiritual maturity. 

Generosity, of course, is about more than money. But my use of my money can be a powerful lever 

moving me toward spiritual maturity. That’s the rationale behind Jesus’ words “For where your treas-

ure is, there your heart will be, also.” How important is money to spiritual maturity? It has been noted 

that Jesus said more about the use of money than about prayer. Money is that important. 

St. John’s outreach programs, involving many of you, are illustrative of spiritual maturity. They are a 

way of “sharing God’s abundance.” Prospective rector candidates will look at these programs and see 

something very positive about our life together. Your pledge as well as your participation enables 

these ministries. 

While the call to a new rector is months away, our life now, and in the months ahead, will shape us. 

A solid first step toward a vibrant life is your financial commitment to St. John’s. 

Shortly the familiar box will arrive at your door. We encourage you to make your pledge promptly. 
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